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Entrepreneurs are constantly on the lookout for tips, tricks and tools to get the most out 
of their time, along with an edge and leg up on the competition. At any moment in a given 
day, there are people, projects and priorities vying for your undivided attention. And, not 
only are you supremely busy in your routine day-to-day work, future plans and weighty 
decisions are always looming in the background as well. 

Given the many responsibilities and multiple roles that entrepreneurs play in life and work, 
it’s important to proactively set the stage for optimal productivity and sustainable success. 
This generally requires creating hard boundaries, minimizing as many distractions as 
possible and relinquishing that counterproductive mindset that says, “if it’s going to get 
done right, then I’m going to have be the one to do it!” 

It can be difficult to give up control, but doing so offers you the opportunity to work on the 
high-value activities that matter most while permitting someone else to handle the rest. In 
addition to delegating, you also need to consider what tasks you can automate or, at the 
very least, create a streamlined process to manage.

All of us at Community Futures understand that running a business is an ongoing challenge 
and constant juggling act that requires focus, dedication, creativity and a whole lot of 
prioritizing. From managing teams and workflow, to handling marketing and customer 
relations; from tracking hours and sending out invoices, to designing blog graphics and 
writing sales copy – the list really is endless.

What you may not know is that there is an abundance of really great tools out there that 
enable entrepreneurs to simultaneously simplify and amplify nearly every aspect of their 
businesses. Yet, finding the best ones can be incredibly time-consuming and difficult. 
That’s where we come in. 

Knowing that most entrepreneurs don’t have time to add this kind of research to their 
overflowing plates, we did it for you! While you’ll have to decide which ones are best for 
you, we’ve compiled a list of slick, smart and relatively inexpensive tools and services that 
will help to ease up the process of running your business. 

NOTE: THIS EBOOK SHOULD BE USED AS A HELPFUL GUIDE, BUT SHOULD 
NOT BE CONSIDERED AS A REPLACEMENT TO APPROPRIATE LEGAL AND 
ACCOUNTING ADVICE. COMMUNITY FUTURES ACCEPTS NO LIABILITY FOR 
ERRORS OR OMISSIONS CONTAINED WITHIN THIS PUBLICATION.

AMPLIFY! SIMPLIFY!
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PRODUCTIVITY AND ORGANIZATION
Every entrepreneur knows that his or her time is incredibly valuable. Being able to effectively prioritize 
and successfully accomplish more tasks in any given day is something we all long for. This first series of 
tools will help keep you more productive, organized and focused on a regular basis.  

Anti-Social is a helpful internet-blocker when you’re trying to stay on task! Rather than blocking the 
Internet in its entirety, Anti-Social automatically blocks all of the known time-sinks for a set period 
of time. Off-limit sites include Twitter, Facebook, Flickr, Digg, Reddit, YouTube, Hulu, Vimeo, and all 
standard web email programs. 

Boomerang helps make sure you stay on top of what needs to get done.
It allows you to easily schedule an email in advance, as well as be reminded to follow up if someone 
doesn’t get back to you about something. It’s a free add-on to Gmail and Outlook, and they also have a 
more advanced paid version. 

Calendly makes scheduling simple by letting people book meetings based on mutual availability. It’s 
a great time saver because it eliminates the email back and forth of figuring out what time is good for 
everyone. It also syncs with your Gmail calendar (and others) to show available and unavailable time 
slots, as well as ensure there are no conflicts. 

Charlie is a helpful personal assistant app that prepares you for important meetings in advance. This 
automated tool syncs with your calendar and then pulls information from LinkedIn, Twitter and major 
newspapers to provide insights into the company and/or people you’re about to meet with. 

Evernote is a freemium suite of software and services, designed for note taking and archiving. It is a 
modern workspace that syncs between all of your devices and allows users to capture, organize, and 
find information across multiple platforms.

Google Apps for Work is a helpful and powerful suite of cloud computing productivity and collaboration 
software tools offered on a subscription basis. They can be used in a variety of ways. For instance, you 
can write content in Google Docs, track content and campaigns in Google Sheets, and create reminders 
and deadlines in Google Calendar. All of this can then be stored in your Google Drive. Even better? 
There is a voice typing add-on tool in Google Docs if your thoughts happen to be moving faster than 
your fingers. 
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IFTTT helps you automate your business by creating easily integrated, save and repeat recipes that 
connect services together, so you don’t have to. This tool is highly customizable and can be used in a 
wide variety different ways to streamline your workflow. 

Last Pass is a free program that helps you generate and store your passwords. This program is 
particularly useful because it works for mobile platforms, as well as with traditional website logins. You 
can also incorporate a multi-factor authentication process, which increases your security level.

Momentum is a personal dashboard designed to minimize distractions, provide focus and enhance 
productivity. It’s a Google Chrome prioritization app that helps you manage your tasks by asking you to 
focus on one major task for the day, while offering a smaller to-do list for the remainder of your agenda. 

Scoop.it is a platform allowing you to save your favourite web pages and then displays a snapshot of 
each in a magazine-like format. It’s part content curation tool and part social network, as it allows you to 
share your pages across the platform or across your other social media profiles. It’s a great time-saver, 
but if you constantly curate contents from your own company’s website, it can also help to increase the 
online visibility of your business.

Toggl is an effective time-tracking tool, which helps to track and measure productivity levels. It’s great 
for both individuals and teams, and also excellent for client and freelance projects. Toggl offers the 
ability to generate overviews of billable time and team progress, as well as export time sheets and email 
or print reports. 

OUTSOURCING AND VIRTUAL ASSISTANTS
Sometimes it just isn’t possible to get everything in your business done yourself —and that’s where 
outsourcing and virtual assistants come in. They’ll help you complete tasks that you don’t have the time, 
skills, desire or the knowledge to do.

Fiverr is a global online marketplace offering tasks and services performed by freelancers, beginning at 
the low cost of $5.00 per job. Currently, Fiverr lists more than three million services on the site that range 
between $5 and $500.

Gigster offers you the opportunity to hire top quality developers at a reasonable cost.

Upwork is one of the world’s largest online workplace where businesses and professional freelancers 
can connect. It is an effective platform to outsource a wide variety of tasks at affordable rates.
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WEBSITES
While this likely goes without saying in today’s digital word, having a website is absolutely vital for your 
business, regardless of what industry you are in. It gives you credibility, saves you time and money, 
improves customer service, builds thought leadership and affords you the capacity to reach people all 
over the world. 

Unfortunately, where many entrepreneurs and business owners tend to get stuck is in believing that they 
need a customized, professionally designed website with all of the bells and whistles (along with the 
hefty price tag!) right out the gate. This is categorically not the case – start small and build as you go!

The tools listed below are inexpensive, user-friendly, DIY options that will help you get your online home 
up and running in no time.    

Leadpages is an easy-to-use landing page generator that can be used with or without a website. It is 
a drag-and-drop software tool that allows you to create conversion optimized and mobile responsive 
landing pages for a variety of uses in a short amount of time.  

UserTesting offers you the opportunity to see and hear a 5-minute video of a real person using your site 
or app, which offers great insights regarding the usability of your site.

Shopify is an e-commerce website solution that allows you to easily sell products and services online. 
It offers a professional online storefront, a payment solution to accept credit cards, while the Shopify 
point-of-sale application can power in-person retail sales.

Squarespace is a visual, easy-to-use site builder with attractive themes and simple integrations with 
stores, payments processors and email management systems. 

Strikingly is also an easy site builder, especially for one-page sites like manifestos, personal/company 
pages and/or landing pages.

Weebly is a free website builder that offers free templates and layouts. It’s a great place to start if you’re 
starting off launching a blog. 

Wordpress is an online, open source website creation tool. Many argue that it is currently the easiest 
and most powerful, popular blogging and website content management system (or CMS). Wordpress 
can be downloaded for self-hosted installations from www.wordpress.org or it can also be used as a 
hosted service via www.wordpress.com. 
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SPEAKING AND PRESENTATIONS
In business, delivering successful and engaging presentations is often a requirement for landing major 
new contracts, increasing prices for services or acquiring the funding you need. From sales webinars 
to pitching investors, having an attractive and polished presentation might be the difference between 
opportunity lost or gained. 

Keynote is presentation software for Mac users. Includes stylish design, along with some useful built-in 
templates, appealing themes, fun animation effects, and smooth transitions. PowerPoint is compatible 
with both PC and Mac. 

PowerPoint easily incorporates graphs, animations, and images and easily exports presentations to 
YouTube.

Prezi is a popular cloud-based presentation software and storytelling tool for presenting ideas on a 
virtual canvas. The product uses a zooming user interface (ZUI) and lets you create beautiful and striking 
presentations.

SlideShare is a social media website that offers the capacity to upload your presentations and show 
them to the world. You can use SlideShare for many purposes, including building your brand, generating 
website traffic, ranking higher on Google, growing your followers and increasing email subscribers.

VIDEO AND VIDEO CONFERENCING
Exceptional products and services are the bedrock of successful companies, but stories are what really 
connect people to businesses and brands. Video humanizes business and is an increasingly engaging 
way to showcase your organizations’ personality, people, culture, and customers.  

Animoto is a cloud-based video creation service that produces video from photos, video clips, and 
music into video slideshows.

iMovie is Apple’s video editing software application that provides the basic tools you need to stich 
together a movie from a set of video clips. You can navigate from scene to scene, and save your edits 
and changes in digital format.

Skype is a powerful video conferencing tool that allows you to connect for free with people all over the 
world. And, if you want to record side-by-side interviews to post on your blog, you can use the e-camm 
app as an add-on. 

Vimeo is a video-sharing platform, similar to YouTube, although with a more creative, artistic and 
professional audience and there are no ads.   

Wistia is video hosting that is specifically designed for business. With Wistia, you have the ability to 
integrate directly into your marketing automation software to see how your videos are contributing to 
your overall marketing strategy.

Zoom, which is similar to Skype, unifies cloud video conferencing, simple online meetings and group 
messaging into an easy-to-use platform. There are some reviews that argue that Zoom is more stable 
and reliable. 
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COPYWRITING 
While it’s often overlooked, good website copy, well written marketing materials and clear and concise 
communication are absolutely essential to how customers feel about your business. Be sure to check 
out some of these tools to help you write better for your business! 

Grammarly will inevitably make you you a better writer by identifying far more grammar and spelling 
mistakes than a traditional word processing editor. It also helps you find that “perfect” word with 
context-optimized synonym suggestions.

Hubspot Blog Topic Generator: If you struggle with blog writing, this incredibly helpful tool helps you 
to kick-start your creative process, generating a week’s worth of custom topics for you, both search-
friendly and interesting to your audience - all in a matter of a few seconds. 

Hemingway Editor makes your writing bold and clear. It highlights long sentences, along with other 
common errors so you know exactly what to edit. 

OneLook is a dictionary, thesaurus and translation meta-search engine all in one. OneLook 
simultaneously searches hundreds of online resources to find the definition, synonym or translation that 
you’re searching for.

SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT AND AUTOMATION
Social media management is a vital component of most modern entrepreneurial endeavours. Being able 
to respond to messages promptly and professionally can be the big difference between losing a sale, 
and gaining a customer.

Buffer allows users to share social media content by scheduling online posts in advance across almost 
all major social platforms.

Edgar allows you to schedule posts to be shared on social media, with support currently for Twitter; 
Facebook profiles and pages; and LinkedIn profiles and company pages. 

Hootsuite is a “one-stop shop” that allows you to monitor and update all your social media platforms, 
as well as retrieve analytics on your social media engagement. 

Sprout Social provides another platform for businesses to manage social media engagement, 
publishing, and analytics.

TweetDeck is a tool to use for keeping up with influencers and organizing your Twitter lists. You can add 
columns based on hashtags, keywords, or other custom lists. 
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TEAM COMMUNICATION AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Many startups and small businesses have limited experience with the essentials and best practices 
of project management. Using tools that can enhance this skill set, along with those that additionally 
increase connection and collaboration between team members can potentially save you thousands of 
dollars in lost time, energy and resources.

Asana is a project management and collaboration tool that is very helpful is keeping teams organized, 
connected and focused. 

Basecamp is a software package that makes project management and collaboration easy, and it’s 
entirely accessed and managed online. Basecamp helps you manage multiple projects at a time with to-
do lists, file sharing, chatting, messages, calendars and time tracking.

Dropbox is a cloud storage app for both life and business that works as a synchronized file backup and 
sharing solution. It allows businesses and individuals to store and share huge amounts of data through 
the cloud.

Slack is a new team communication tool that allows for real-time messaging, archiving and search 
capacity for teams that want to stay connected, coordinated and productive. 

Trello is a visual project management system that gives you the capacity to create content boards, 
manage employees and resources, and access task management tools. Some say it is like a brilliant 
mixture of Basecamp and Pinterest!

MARKET RESEARCH AND SURVEYS
Surveys are an incredibly useful way to conduct market research and garner valuable feedback from 
your customers and prospects. By using surveys on a regular basis, you demonstrate that you value 
your customer’s thoughts and opinions while also gaining critical information about the types of 
products, services and enhancements they might be willing to pay for in the future.

Survata is a form-building option that also allows you to determine a target audience. The company also 
employs people who will evaluate your survey questions, which is helpful in ensuring you can get high-
quality and useful answers.

SurveyMonkey is among the most popular online survey software. It enables you to create and publish 
online surveys quickly and view results graphically in real time.

Typeform is another survey creator with an intuitive interface and a ton of options, all for free. It’s useful 
for polling large groups of people and lets you drag and drop 20 different question types, with options to 
include required responses and multimedia. 
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EMAIL MARKETING AND LIST BUILDING
Email marketing continues to be one the most consistently effective channels for communicating 
with customers. And with all of the noise across social media, it has become even more valuable and 
important. If done right, it allows you to build an audience of highly-qualified leads who, if you become 
good at crafting value-laden, helpful and nonintrusive emails, will love hearing from you. 

Aweber is a permission only email marketing service aimed at establishing and maintaining prospect 
and customer relationships. Aweber enables small businesses to easily create email sign up forms and 
deliver email newsletters to customers and prospects.
 
Constant Contact is another popular option for email marketing services. 

Hello Bar is a full width bar that spans your browser window with some text and sits at the top of your 
website. It is an easy option to engage users, collect email addresses and get them to take a variety of 
specific actions on your site. 

HubSpot is an inbound marketing and sales platform that helps businesses attract visitors, convert 
leads, and close customers. It includes tools for social media marketing, email marketing, content 
management, analytics, landing pages and search engine optimization. It is an advanced tool and best 
suited for established businesses that can justify the expense. 

Infusionsoft offers an email marketing and sales platform for small businesses, including products to 
the streamline the customer lifecycle, customer relationship management, marketing automation, lead 
capture, and e-commerce. Like Hubspot, it’s functionality and sophistication put it higher up on the price 
scale.  

MailChimp is another popular online email marketing solution that manages contacts and send emails. 
It allows you to design email newsletters, share them on social networks, integrate with services you 
already use, and track your results. It has a great freemium model that allows you to access the service 
at no cost up to a certain amount of email contacts. 

FINANCIALS, PAYMENT PROCESSORS AND INVOICING
Getting paid in full and on time is definitely among the top priorities for every entrepreneur! Even if you 
decide to hire an accountant or bookkeeper to manage the books, it’s important to familiarize yourself 
with basic bookkeeping and money management principles. Other critical financial activities to get a 
handle on include understanding credit terms, bank statements and tax forms, as well making sense of 
accounts receivable and payable. These tools will help to streamline and simplify the financial aspects of 
your business. 

Expensify provides an online expense management service for customers worldwide. It eases the 
process of tracking expenses and is one of the most popular expense reporting apps for phone & web.

Free Invoice Generator provides for an easy to use free invoice template to create invoices in PDF. It 
ensures a standard and convenient form for invoicing every order.

Freshbooks allows you to send invoices, track time, and capture expenses in minutes. It also allows 
you to accept online payments. 
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Mint is a free web-based personal finance management service. It collects all of your financial 
information into one place, giving you the whole picture in a way that’s easy to understand. You add the 
accounts, cards and bills you’d like to include and then easily track your spending patterns, investments 
and more. 

Paypal for Business is a service that enables you to pay, send money, and accept payments without 
revealing your financial details.

QuickBooks is an accounting software package developed and marketed by Intuit. Quickbooks 
products are geared mainly toward small and medium-sized businesses and offer on-premises 
accounting applications as well as cloud-based versions that accept business payments, manage and 
pay bills, and payroll functions.

Square: From mobile point-of-sale tools and online invoicing to next-day deposits and inventory 
management, Square gives you the capacity to run your business from anywhere. The free Square 
Reader works with the free Square app to allow you to process payments on their smartphone and 
tablet.  

Stripe is a quick and secure way to accept credit card and debit card payments online. The company 
utilizes a set of unified APIs and tools that instantly enables businesses to accept and manage online 
payments.

DESIGN, GRAPHICS, AND BRANDING 
Regardless of your industry, product, service or niche, good design really does matter. The look and 
feel of your website, logo, social media profiles and marketing materials is important, often providing 
the critical first impression of your business. Because people really do judge your business by its cover, 
it’s crucial to invest the necessary time and resources in an aesthetically pleasing, well-designed brand 
presence.  

99Designs is the world’s most popular marketplace for graphic design. It is a great platform to find able 
freelancer designers, especially for logo and web designing.

Canva makes design simple by providing templates for blog graphics, presentations, Facebook covers, 
flyers, posters, invitations and more. The drag- and-drop feature and professional layouts makes 
designing graphics and other documents easy. 

Creative Market is an online marketplace where you can buy digital design goods to use in your 
personal or commercial projects. Products offered range from fonts, icons, and themes, to clipart, UI 
kits, Photoshop brushes, stock photographs, and much more. 

Death to Stock Photo is “a lifestyle image resource + adventure brand for dreamers and doers 
smashing the mold.” This stock photo company offers a wide range of royalty-free, nontraditional 
images. 

Easel.ly empowers anyone to create and share powerful visuals. Their website features thousands of 
free infographic templates and design objects that users can customize to create and share their visual 
ideas online. Using the site is as easy as dragging and dropping design elements, and users can either 
choose a template from the extensive library, or they can upload their own background image and start 
from scratch.
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Font Squirrel scours the Internet in search of free, high-quality, designer- friendly, commercial-use fonts 
and offers them for easy downloading.

PicMonkey is a free photo editor that works in your browser with nothing to download or install. It gives 
you the capacity to fix your photos, as well as add filters, frames, effects and text. 

Shutterstock is home to millions of royalty-free stock photos, illustrations, and vectors. Over ten 
thousand new, high-resolution images are added daily.

Unsplash is a quality free photo site that offers you ten new photos every ten days. There are no fake 
stock-looking photos on the site and the photography is artistic quality. 

PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
For many entrepreneurs, continuing education is the last thing on their minds.
With the hectic realities and multiple responsibilities of running a business, most business owners barely 
have time to get everything done in day. As a result, investing in a series of continuing education courses 
or lectures often seems largely unimportant or unrealistic. However, the benefits of continued education 
are profound and critical as the business world is constantly changing and adapting. In order to stay on 
top on your business game, consistently learning new skills, concepts and technology options is a must.

Coursera provides free universal access to some of the world’s best education, partnering with top 
universities and organizations to offer a wide variety of courses online. 

Khan Academy is a nonprofit with the mission of providing a free, world-class education to anyone, 
anywhere. The organization gives you the opportunity to learn about math, art, computer programming, 
economics, physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, finance, history, and more. 

Lynda is an online learning company that helps people learn business, software, technology and 
creative skills to achieve personal and professional goals. This is a reasonably priced resource for video-
based, online learning, particularly if multimedia software or coding skills are required.

Skillshare is an online learning community for creators. Unlike traditional study, online classes at 
Skillshare are taught by industry experts and focus on learning by doing. The courses, which are 
not accredited, are available to anyone who wants to learn. Topics include: marketing, business, 
entrepreneurship, technology, photography and many, many more. 
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CONNECT
ABOUT COMMUNITY  
FUTURES SASKATCHEWAN
Community Futures has been in the business of encouraging and supporting our 
communities, our volunteers and our small business owners for more than 25 years. 
We know what it takes to start and grow a business, to raise money for a community 
project or help to establish a much needed community service. There are 13 offices 
across Saskatchewan providing loans, advice and support and we guarantee that 
we’ll approach your idea in a way as individual as you are. 

TOLL FREE: 1.877.851.9997

Visit our website at www.cfsask.ca to learn more and find the office nearest you. 
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